QVESOIR is Tampa’s Shiny Box
for Celebrities – A Magnet
For the Stars!
QVESOIR – Can you get in and is it worth it?
So, when you say Florida has fun, sexy, excitement and
celebrities, the first thing that comes to mind is Miami
right?!?! NOPE! Guess again.
Tampa is hot and hotter than ever. Maybe it’s Tom Brady or
maybe it’s John Travolta, but Tampa is bringing in more big
names to the city than ever before. But why, why is Tampa the
new NEW?!?!
Maybe it’s the new development of waterfront homes, new
schools, an open minded innovative mayor. In addition, Tampa
has new skyscraper developments per square mile than any other
city in Florida.
But when you’re spending all this money on property and other
investments in the city, you want somewhere to unwind, relax
and be with others you can mingle with. Well along came
QVESOIR. QVESOIR is definitely a celebrity magnet. It only
attracts the city’s ultra-wealthy and is known for its modern
spin on the Palace of Versailles.
The prices are through the roof, so you must be able to afford
a whopping $400.00 – $4,000.00 per night!
Qvesoir is located at 1920 E.
It’s the largest hospitality
nightlife, estimated at 30,000
nightly but the crowd stays the

7th Ave in Ybor City, Tampa.
property in Tampa for food &
square feet. The music changes
same, which is big money.

So, what’s the bad news? Well you probably can’t get in. The

venue is overly strict of who they let in. They do accept
walk-ins, but most cabanas are booked in advance. Oh yes, not
tables … there are cabanas inside, super chic. Most walk-ins
are turned away. It’s like they are protecting their snobs.
So is it worth it to spend over $500.00 just to say I saw
Channing Tatum and Bella Hadid dance the night away? Probably
not. I leave it up to you. The place is a wonder, it screams
rich and elegance.
Have fun, if you can!

The Life of Luxury brings you the best life has to
offer. From VIP access, luxury travel, fantasy
experiences, luxury shopping and more! Let us make
your dreams come true!
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